MiX Insight Agility
Fast, easy and flexible
reporting using MS Excel
Generating reports can be bittersweet. They’re businesscritical
but sometimes frustrating to compile and tedious to set up. Creating layouts with trends and graphical information can also be
time-consuming.

Reporting in your own hands
MiX Insight Agility is easily accessible to existing MiX Insight
Report users and requires no additional licences like most
other business intelligence (BI) tools. The functionally is
simply enabled on request via the MiX Fleet Manager or
MiX SafeDrive software platforms.
Once enabled and permissions are assigned, an Excel
template populated with fl eet and driver data is sent to the
user – once off. Users can then use familiar Microsoft Excel
tools like PivotTable, PivotChart, Timeline and slicers to
analyse data and create interactive applications. The Excel
template comes complete with detailed instructions.
And, best of all, once the spreadsheet has been generated,
there is no need to recreate it. Instead, it can be instantly
refreshed at the touch of a button.

Fast, easy and flexible
MiX Insight Agility is ideal for users who are looking for true
autonomy in their reporting as well as new, more exciting and
cost-effective ways of analysing data.
Reports and ad-hoc queries can now be created without the
need for manual requests for assistance or report development. This eliminates dependencies on report subscriptions,
increases productivity and saves time.
Once in place, reports are compelling and easy to alter or
enhance, allowing users to customise their analyses to their
own needs. Reporting has never been faster, easier or more
effective than with MiX Insight Agility from MiX Telematics.

MiX Telematics is taking reporting to the next level with MiX Insight Agility, an extension to the MiX Insight Reports suite that
allows for dynamic data interaction in Microsoft Excel. Unlike
static reports, users fi nally have the power to create and shape
customised reports in the format they prefer.

MiX Insight Agility Features
No separate sign-ups
MiX Insight Agility is an extension of MiX’s current
reporting suite and uses Microsoft Excel as the user
interface. As such, it is accessible, easy to use and
flexible.
All the how-to’s
The Excel template contains detailed instructions, a
glossary, links to useful videos, and instructions on
how to create PivotTables, PivotCharts and more. Support requests can be logged via MiX Assist.
A variety of data fields
Users can explore and analyse a number of areas
relating to their data, which can then be easily transformed using familiar tools in Excel to create the
desired format and layout.
Compatible with Excel and other BI tools
MiX Insight Agility is exclusively built for use with Microsoft Excel. Various plug-ins and data connectors re
available for other BI tools on request.
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